SencorpWhite's innovative Genesis inventory management software systems, barcode scanning and automated storage and retrieval systems including vertical and horizontal carousels, vertical lifts, and GMR vertical systems are designed to control their customer's managed inventory (VMI). Genesis solves this problem by providing managed inventory (VMI) and inventory management reporting processes that can be accessed and monitored via optional GPRS or satellite radio for true wireless connectivity, or even decades to come.

Our dedicated service professionals use the latest technology to keep our systems running in peak condition, providing measurable value for our customers for years, and backed by a team of direct Field Service Engineers, provides OEM parts, installation and project implementation, to maintenance and process training.

Intelligent Software of SencorpWhite is available in a proprietary web portal that can be accessed and monitored via optional GPRS or satellite radio for true wireless connectivity, or even decades to come.

SencorpWhite's Customer Satisfaction Group, with the industry's largest team of technology experts, offers reduction in front cost and IT drain. SencorpWhite carousels require only a very basic hardware to purchase or maintain, patches and subscriptions and software updates are managed automatically. Genesis requires only a very basic installation process, reducing overall risk for installation.
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LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

SencorpWhite provides industry-leading packaging and inventory management systems for medical instrument, medical device, and bio-science markets, addressing customers’ pressing need to control:

- Validation
- Counterfeiting
- Compliance
- Quality
- Process
- Cost

Top manufacturers rely on SencorpWhite systems for product packages, sterile sealing, and secure storage and management of high value medical instrument, medical device, and bio-science materials.

Our CeraTek™ medical pouch and tray sealers are recognized as the industry standard for producing consistent, validatable seals in compliance with FDA regulations. CeraPak™ systems offer the latest in blister pack and clamshell sealers, and our 2500 Ultra thermoformer is ideal for thermoformed medical blister and clamshell packaging.

Automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS), including horizontal and vertical carousels, and vertical lift modules (VLMs), provide secure, space-saving storage integrated with intelligent inventory management and machine control software. For manufacturers who need clean room storage and inventory management, CleanRoom Connect™ uses vertical carousel technology and advanced software to securely manage, buffer, and transport product into and out of the clean room.
A LEADER IN PHARMACY AUTOMATION

SencorpWhite provides an unmatched range of inventory management and storage systems for pharmacy automation in hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and doctor offices. SencorpWhite is the leading provider of vertical carousels for pharmaceutical storage and inventory management integrators. Our systems are readily scalable to meet your particular requirements, while our proprietary software easily integrates with leading pharmacy software systems.

WillCall Rx™ combines horizontal or vertical carousel technology with proprietary software for secure storage and management of prescriptions, from script fill to patient pick-up. Simply using bar code or RFID scanning technology and WillCall Rx software, the carousel is automatically directed to spin to the appropriate location. The integrated Lightree Touch™ monitoring system identifies the appropriate prescription, records when the attendant dispenses it, and sends the completed transaction information to the hospital pharmacy system.

For high-value product, MicroVert and MiniVert vertical carousel technology provides portable yet secure storage and inventory management in a small footprint. The MicroVert brings warehouse size inventory management to the point of use, and provides controlled access and secure storage and management of high-value pharmaceuticals, medical instruments, and devices.

TOUGH STORAGE SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL/WAREHOUSE APPLICATIONS

For more than 60 years, SencorpWhite carousels and software have been recognized as the gold standard for manufacturing, warehouse, and distribution center automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS). SencorpWhite systems are known for their reliability and durability. Using horizontal and vertical carousels, vertical lift modules (VLMs), and mobile storage technology, SencorpWhite systems maximize floor space utilization, and provide industry leading inventory management software.
SencorpWhite Power Column3™ (PC3), the only VLM designed and manufactured in the United States, delivers the following industry leading standard capabilities:

- Largest tray depth and width
- Seismic rated, fabricated construction
- Smart slotting
- Integrated Genesis inventory management software

In addition, SencorpWhite’s new Lightree Touch pick-to-light touch-screen monitor technology is randomly programmable, providing infinite display options including part location, identification, and image, as well as user definable instructions and messages.

**THE LEADING EDGE IN PACKAGING**

A shift toward sustainable materials, pressure to reduce cost with shorter production runs, and greater package diversity are common drivers of the packaging market. At SencorpWhite, we are expanding our packaging system capabilities to assure high quality production in reduced volume, with quick changeover from part to part.

Our 2500 Ultra thermoformer is recognized as a cost effective solution for increased throughput, reliability, and durability. In fact, two 2500 Ultra thermoformers can provide the same throughput as three older machines, reducing operating cost while occupying a much smaller footprint. A larger forming area and deeper draw greatly improves throughput and allows thermoforming of larger format parts. Faster tool changeover meets market demand for increased product diversity and shorter runs. Greater tonnage presses and longer ovens, available with the industry’s most sophisticated temperature controls, make working with sustainable materials easier and more profitable.

For blister pack and clamshell package sealers, CeraPak in-line heat sealers offer cost effective package sealing for medical device, pharmaceutical, consumer products, electronics, cosmetics, and specialty food and beverage applications. Our CeraTek medical pouch and tray sealers are the industry standard for consistent, validatable seals in compliance with FDA requirements. CeraTek sealers are the machine of choice for the world’s largest medical device and medical instrument manufacturers.
Intelligent Software

Inventory management software needs to be robust, flexible, and easy to use, yet powerful for fast, accurate, automated reporting, either at the point of use or through an easily configurable ERP or WMS interface. SencorpWhite software is designed with those features in mind, in a cost-effective package. If a customer is considering moving up to integrated material handling and storage automation systems, SencorpWhite operating software will exceed their requirements.

SencorpWhite’s innovative Genesis inventory management software

The SencorpWhite standard, machine centric operating system utilizes the unique functionality of Genesis software, providing inventory management and reporting at the point of use, or universal connectivity through Genesis proprietary web portal. This greatly improves supply chain logistics, enabling real-time cost control, and true vendor management of distributed inventory (VMI).

SencorpWhite software is available in a web-enabled delivery model, offering the advantages of cloud computing, including reduced capital expenditure and real-time reporting anywhere, anytime. Cloud computing means the burden of software administration and maintenance is shifted from your team to SencorpWhite’s technology experts. There is significantly reduced hardware to purchase or maintain, patches and upgrades are done automatically, implementation is dramatically simplified, capital expenditure is greatly reduced, and there is less overall risk for you. Access Genesis software via our proprietary web browser and gain the functionality of a new inventory management system without the upfront cost and IT drain. SencorpWhite carousels can be accessed and monitored via optional GPRS or satellite radio for true wireless connectivity, or with traditional WiFi or Ethernet connections.

SencorpWhite Genesis software monitors and reports on inventory levels and stock access, usage, and replenishment. Materials departments have access to a complete picture of inventory in real-time. Individual locations can be centrally monitored worldwide via the web, or managed at the point of use. The software is easily integrated with most ERP/MRP or WMS systems including Oracle, SAP, and JD Edwards.

SencorpWhite Genesis software features:
- Integrated, color touch screen HMI
- Bar code or RFID product scanning
- Internal RFID product identification
- Standalone, GPRS, satellite radio, WiFi, or Ethernet connectivity
- Automatic monitoring/reporting of stock levels
- Automatic email or text message warnings
- Multiple security levels for operator access
- User definable inventory management reporting
- Integration with third party ERP or WMS software systems
- User definable reporting

SencorpWhite provides industry leading customer support and service.
SencorpWhite provides industry-leading customer support and service. Our dedicated service professionals use the latest technology to keep our systems running in peak condition, providing measurable value for our customers for years, or even decades to come.

Our experts are knowledgeable on industry standards and the latest materials, processes, and practices, providing valuable insight from initial concept and final implementation, to maintenance and process training.

SencorpWhite’s Customer Satisfaction Group, with the industry’s largest team of direct Field Service Engineers, provides OEM parts, installation and project management, process and maintenance training, retrofit/rebuild/relocation, on-line and live technical support, and predictive, preventative, and emergency machine service.